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the history of the development of moulds for plastics fabrication i« traced 

from it« rudimentary beginnings to the fully automatic mould», embodying the simul- 
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«odern sophisticated moulds is dominated by the need for complete co-ordination 
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The basis of averting' mould materiali-, is üeecribeü in torma of relating the 

material to the plaatic for whinh it is employed. 

The succeusful combination of theae factors is illustrated by a number of 

examples of moulds.for crates, containers, furniture, automotive aecaesories, 

refrigerator parts and sanitary ware. 

The lay-out of the Krause Kaff ei mould making shop is described and augfeirtioni 

are »ade for mould making shops suitable for firma in the Latin America» ooyntriee. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

1.1. If we look back i» tb, time about 30 to 40 y*ar» .go. we can „e that 

it» tho.« day. plattíc» was mmú múy oceaeionally. mainly as a replacent 

for mtmmvm metal», auch a» cooper, bronce, etc. Since that time plastica 
«•tertal ha. i»,comt l0 b€ the mtin ^^ ^ ^^ f<>r ^ ^^ ^^ 

#f ite». and ln „«„y cawsß it ^ proven to offep reai adviintageg above 

convwtioaal material», Tfci. development haa entered into all branche» of 

to-day», i„d«,try. So», of the moat important branche» to be mentioned ar,: 

«• domeatie »actor, automobile«, chemical installation*, furniture, packagi«*. 

1,2. Th, firat mould» that wer« made were juat «imple die« co«i»tiag of a 

core and a matHt to which the plastic material was injected and which could 

¡mi be opened and closed. It wa» the aimple proce»» which had alway» been 

uaed for the casting «f iron and ateti, with the onJy intention to aave MM« 

work, but with »tin ramer low economic efficiency, 

U 3. The firat step with economic development waa the procedure of cooling 

©r tempering toe rooulda with the effect to reduce the production cycle, to 

met eaaa. water temperature, between 0* and 14° C are «ufficient, Some. 

Urn»,, with moulda which are to work at maaimum »peed,  temperature, 
BtXow 0° C are alao applied. 

A further step i„ th# development of moulds wa» the production of moulding» 

with undercut», which require that the mould be equipped with moving parts 

«uch a» cheecks and »lides. The moving parts have to be put into corresponding 

relation to the opening and closing movement« of the machine by means of 

•pecial control». This may be either mechanic, by means of inclined guide pin«. 

or of the hydraulieally operated type. 
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Other controls »re necessary for the ejection. According to the shape of 

the moulding, these movements may necessarily be independent of each 

other. 

Electric control instruments and safety devices must be installed to care 

for correct sequence of the different movements. With all these additives 

and controla, such a mould is quite comparable with a complicated machine, 

1,4. From the above description it may have become clear that the good 

operation of such a mould and its highly oconomic efficiency is only 

possible if it is used on and controlled by an injection moulding machine 

equipped with the necessary controls and functions for it« perfect operation 

at minimum times. Therefore, the ir jection moulding machine and the 

mould to be used on it, are considered to be one complete production unit 

which requires a very close cooperation between the manufacturers of both 

elements. 

II. LAY-OUT OF MOULDS 

2.1. The production of injection moulds is considered to be high precision 

engineering. The tool makers must nave high quality of imagination which 

allow» them to read well all the details shown in the drawings and to realise 

from them the different three dimension elements of the moulds. 

â speciality of the production of injection moulds is the fact that no tolerances 

can be given neither for the parting line* nor for the moving surfeces ot 

cheecks and slides. All locating surface» have to be brought almost to zero, 

because - according to the plagtfe materia? to be used - already the slightest 

gap of a few hundredth of millimeter may cause unacceptable marks on the 

mouldings. For thi« reason, the assembly of injection moulds is done by spot- 

grinding. In most cases, special spot-grinding presses are used for this 
purpose. 



The »uri.« quality of the forrai„, 6urfaces „ of „„„„„ imporUnc, 

quality of the fini.» depend, on the purp«* of lne moul<ilng_ UUr,.finUh 

with . mirror effec, to the m^mun, surrace „^ ,„ ^^ (g ^ 

-:., II«« work. becau.e .„oro is no ,echmPal ^^ ^ ^ 

it i» mere handwork. The timi» ramiirai «w ***«„« «in« reijuiieti for these ©normoui works depend« 
entirely upon the ability of ti,* lool makfir# 

Another important point i. the required strength of the steol, o« which 
further detail« will be given later. 

Each «.U con.i.u of two ba.ic fernen,., which are te cor, .„ ^ 
cmce«i„g *. cor,, lt „.. to „, consldered tlBt M ,s eipMed (o ihe 

-"..„. fio, of the pin-tic« „„term ,„t„ u,t moulo ^ wWrh (he oore 

•i»r a «.„tacerne«. For «. r,.,on. ». core .,„ ,he bM|e ^ rf ^ 

sheuld be made of one part. Shouid ,hi. be imponible by rea.ons of de.ig» 
and ,I1EChfni„g. the linit)g of ^ €pf. „,,„ ^ ^ ^ fa ^ ^ ^^^ 

¡«rt of produce. Another important pain, ,„ ,„. aUgnITOnl „„„«„ „,, ^ 

basic element, of the mould, normally, .hi. c.» be achieved by mean, of 

«r.l edge, which are reinforced by hardened gib.. Further guiding rod. are 
«(»Piled which ,re piaced „myTOtricaI!yj io thal „,„ ^^ ^ ^ ^ 

«» only be jol„8d in one - which mean. . ta the right p„.„i„n ,„ B.ch «her. 

further care mB.t be given to a good guidance of moving cheeck. and .lid... 
Guides should be very Ion« .„„ with 8Uff¡cUtm mf¡port  <o ^ any fl 

unng the injection is avoided. 

Th.se arc the main „omu to he c„„„dered with *e production of injection 
»oulds. in this senesi paper it „ difficult lo 8tali „„ ^^^ which ca„ 

»rme.  Every mould i. . prolotype which mean, that with .-very new mould lhe 
tool ,•ker ls faced witt, new problenis wh.ch he has to 3oive_ 
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2,2» The difference of temperatures of the plastic material when injected 

into th« moulds and the moulded part when it is ejected is somewhere 

between 150° and 300°C, depending on the type of material that is used. 

The faster the material can cool down from the high injection temperature 

to the low ejection   temperature, the faster is the production cycle and the 

higher the hourly output. Too fast cooling, however,  can result in a decrease 

of the quality of the mouldings, such as interior stress, distortion, sink 

marks. The consideration of these facts is of utmost importance for the 

tool maker, who has to make the moulds for high quality production. 

The different parts of the mould may require different cooling effect. The 

nust efficient cooling is required in the tone in which the hot plastic material 

is injected directly. Other parts of importance under this aspect arc those 

which are relatively thin and which are surrounded completely by plastics 

material. 

Guidance of the cooling water is to be made in a way, so that the cold water, 

i.e. the entry is led to the critical pointa. The further flow of the water is 

led parallel to the flow path of the plastic material. The more the cooling 

channels are divided up into different circuits, the better it is to control 

tile temperature of the roou*d. 

As cooling medium usually water is used» Some plastics materials require 

that the mould temperature is not going below m certain minimum. If Ais 

is not mere than 80° C. water can still to# «»..-d. If roowW températures of 

around 120° C are required, oil is usí*tí. 

Special care has to be given that the cooling cnsi-ne)* are acting on the whole 

surface of the forming parts of the mould, Of.- rm rules can he given on the 

design and the machining of the cooling Channels,  but the most important 

features can be gained only by experienrt? of th* mould maker. 
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Tbl. refer, siso to the different types of material to be used, among which 
bsrüMum-copper i8 uking a gpecial place# becauae of iti high tbermaj 

e«idmetivity, tor which ,ea.on it 1. «.ed a« a cooling medium of critical 

paru for high «peed production of thin-wailed moulding. such a« packaging 
item«. 

2.3. According to the char.cteri.tieg and retirement, of the moulding, the 

eigner ha. to decide which w.y of gating, which »HO« introducing the 

pla.tic. material into cavity he intend, to apply with the mould. We wi.h to 

give some characteristic« of the different types of gating; 

3. 3. 1. The bar-type gating i. the moil .imple method which «hould be 

preferred whenever possible. It« disadvantage is that it leaves a relatively 

big »ark on the moulding which has to be amoved mechanically. Another 

disadvantage is that it may Uwve interior tensions in the moulding. 

3.1.2. The film-type gating i« u.ed whenever no gate marks must be seen on the 

molding. Another advantage of this type of gating is that it can be made with 

different thick»«* al.ng it. total length by which the injection speed at each 

spot can be influenced. In order to obtain utmost equality of now into the 

«ould. the gating at the more distant points i. made thicker. The disadvantage 

of this type of gating, however, is that the runner leading from the noztle 

into the mould is relatively long and ha. to go through angles, and therefore 

in moat cases must be equipped with heating like a hotrunner. 

A special version of the film gating is the so-called umbrella gating, which 

1» «wd if the moulding has a hole in the centre which allows the gating. This 
is also used for the injection of pipes. 

The •»».„„, g.ung. „ „„„ the „ta ^ling jllow eagy vcntlng 



2, 3. 3. Tunnel and pin point gating. They are used in cases in which gating 

on the aurface of the mouldings is allowed, but gate mark« should be as email 

an poaaible. It is also used for moulds which are expected to run completely 

automatic, ao that no additional work for the removal of gatea from the 

moulding ia# neceaaary. if the mouldings are bigger, tunnel or pin point 

gating can be manifold, 

«.S.4. ¥*r manifold gating, a »«parate runner eystem i» MM*«« «hit* &**• 

the plastica material from Hie eentrai injection bua» of the mould to the 

mmmni caviiiee and gatenof the mouWinga. Thia runner ayatem la placed 

between two plate« of the mould. When the mould ia opened, the complete 

runner ayatem ia failing down also, but independent and parallel to the 

down-faM of the mouldings. The material falling down from the ruiwier ayate« 

ia ecrap. For the mould deaigner it ia important to provide ejectora not only 

fot the mould, but also for the runner system. 

%%% An important atep of development from the afore-mentioned loat 

r^r ayatem, i* the botrunner ayatem. By thia the runner ayatem ia not 

falling down after each ehot, but ia kept cloaed in the mould and aurrounded 

by heater eartridgee whieh keep the material inaide the runner «yate» alway« 

plastic, louai «attribution of heating ia moat important, and the temperature 

swat continuously be controlled. According to the size of the mould, the 

hotniiuier ayatem may be divided up into different heating circuita, and the 

more complicated the mould ia. the better must be the control of ita heating 

ayatem. Another important waiter for the design of hotrunner moulds is the 

avoidance of dead angles in which material may remain accumulated. 

Ail mould, must have venting facilities to allow the air to escape from the 

cavities. Small channels and grooves ar*> provided whereever such vents are 

expected to be necessary. When-making the mould,  they may still be kept 

closed, but opened after the first tents an far as this appears to be neceaaary. 
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2.4.  The different movements oi the mould must be controlled in accordance 

with the opening and closing movements of the machine. This control can 

either be mechanic or hydraulic and electric. If operation of the mould is 

completely mechanic, usually no additional electric control devices are 

necessary, because all movements are mechanically driven and limited. 

This system is preferred mainly with smaller moulds and it makes them 

run the most simple way and independent of the control of the machine. This 

system, however, is usually not sufficient for medium size and big size 

moulds in which hydraulic cylinders for movements must be installed« with 

their necessary controls and operation equipment, in coordinatici with the 

movements of the machine. Electric impulses for movements and the 

limitation of movements are given by means of limit switches which are 

placed at the necessary parts of the mould and the machine. 

III. MATERIAL 

As to the choice of material of which the mould is made, one has to differ 

between small moulds, medium size and big size moulds. Another aspect 

may be the plastic material with which the mould has to run. 

Small moulds are usually made of case-hardened steel or through-hardened 

tool steel. With these materials, however, the problems of torsion-free 

hardening and a necessary additional machining of uneven surfaces by 

grinding are involved. 

Medium size and big size moulds are normally made of heat-treated steel 

with a strength of approximately 100 to 110 kg/mrr.2. Surfaces exposed to 

wear,  like those for the alignment of the mould halves are provided with 

hardened gibs for protection against getting worn. The moving surfaces of 

slides and other movable parts which cannot be made free from wear by 
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hardening, can he produced of a contrast material,  such a» bronce. Another 

possibility to increase the strength - however, limited to applications in 

which not too much stress or pressure are involved - is the nitrating 

treatment. A variation of this procedure is the denifering «rhich is faster. 

Por this application it is essential that heat-treating steel is used. 

An important point of view for the choice of the material ia the request that in 

wont caw» it roust be well polishable. Usually» the heat treating steel typ** 

are alloyed with chrome, nickel, manganea*, vanadium, etc. 

For big ais« mould« in many cases alloyed steel casting is used* It »a» to he 

considered, however, that boring of this material can produce a rough surface 

on the moulding. Therefore, the uie of steel casting ia not very frequent, 

The design oí moulds to be uaed for the »plication of the structural foam 

procedure is the »ame ae those for conventional injection moulding. Only in 

the choice of the material of which the mould is made normal engineering 

steel with a strength of 40 to 50 kg/mm2 can be chooaen, because the interior 

pressure inside the mould obtained by mia procedure is much lower than that 

with »ormai injection. 

IV, EXAMFLES 

4»1, A very important line of products with constantly growing new application 

and quantities are package* for the most different typei of products. At first, 

simple moulds were used without considering much about the economic effect. 

In the meantime,  however, the retirements concerning the outside aspect 

of the packaging as well as the cheapest possible price and minimum weight, 

has created a m?ed for the development of a ver» high-grade tooling technology, 

in order to obtain minimum wail-th rkntsses r.nd minimum cycle times with 

fully automatic operation. Nearly all these mould« are hydraulically operated. 
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provided with hotrunner injection „yiitem and fully automatic injection,  so 

that the mouldings fall down on a transport tape which ,»„«» through tht, 

bedding of the machine and lead« ihern directly into the packaging department, 

FOí this sort of mouldings, ali possibilities available for high quality mould 

making are necessarily applied» in order to obtain the maximum output at 

minimum costs. 

Packaging item« of ever growing importance in ail countries of the world are 

crates for bottle», fian, fruit and vegetables, container pails for oils, greases, 

oily» ihitk ©r viscous media, ami food. 

4.2» Another important line of mouldings are piece» of furniture, such as 

chairs, mmy chairs, tables, paru for cupboard», etc, The most important 

problems for the mould maker are the finish of these mouldings for which the 

steel quality and the quality of the surface are roost important, An importent 

detall to be considered under this aspect, is the choice oí the gating, which 

must not it be seen on the moulding and must not leave any mark, but still 

allow the perfect filling of the mould, Because of the required quality of the 

finished surface, it ig important to control well the flowing procedure el the 

material from the machine into all the ends of the cavity, Joint marks and air 

bulbs art not acceptable. In order to obtain a perfect moulding, not only 

stability, byt also the flow technique pays an important role. 

A basic point of these moulds are the parting lines. They must be carried 

out with utmost precision so that no additional finishing work is required, 

For such kind of moulds it is recommended to use the electro-erosion 

procedure for the machining of the parting line. 

Many pieces of furniture, such as chairs are moulded of plastics material 

¿»lied with glass-fibre. This material is highly abrasive and attack« the 

surface of the mould, which has to br considered wht-n choosing the material. 
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4,3. A very large field of applicai ion <s the production of the most different 

kind* of technical parts of which only a few like radiator grills for cars, 

part» for refrigerators and dish-washing machines, radio, television, 

telephone and phono Industrie«, illuminator», car batteries are mentioned 

here. 

When mould* for radiator grilla are manufactured, the machining of the 

surface« for the rips always presente aome problems to the mould maker. 

TfcMe groove» in the mould can be nwchined by grinding or by milling or 

hy eparit-orosion. Utel>, the last procedure has been used increasingly, 

hut it ha« presented some disadvantage«, because the «park-erosion pro- 

cedure produce« some undercut«,  the removal of which is difficult and ha« 

to be dime by handwork. Therefore, it is more interesting to use grinding, for 

which duplicating grinding machines have already been developed, or normal 

milling with end milling. For this type of moulding usualy manifold tunnel 

gating is used. 

Most &t the- biggest type mould» produced in the KRáUSS-MAFFEI Mould 

Making ihop were those for the inside cover of refrigerator boxe«* For «ucb 

big part«. A* gating technique is most important. So is the bedding of the 

hogs core. For this type of mould« only the core is made of forged steel, 

teca«** it i« forming the visible surface of the cover, whereas the matrix 

can he made of alloyed «tecl canting» because the rear part of this moulding 

is not seer» and the inside walls are filled up with foamed material. 

Beyond the most com plicated and also the biggest moulds there are thoae for 

the production of th* inner « or.t««ner ol di«h-wa«hing machines. It is intended 

to include in the moulding ti.e „oa»ibi.- maximum of the mechanism, for which 

rea«on the moulds arc complicate ,nd the cores are oxvided in two different 

„art«. For the ejection the mould pa"H "'«•* carry cut relative movements 

to each other. Thif also involves special problemi, as regards the control of 

the different movement« and the enual ihstributiori of cooling effect. 
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For radio, television and phono set«, the housings are more and more made 

of structural foam, because of several advantages, such as better accustic 

effect, lower weight and price, no «ink marks, etc. 

Very interesting moulds are those for the production of long light pannel« which 

arw flied to the ceiling« in offices, department stores, etc. In earlier dates, 

ib*«e light pannel« were made by compression or by vacuum forming or by 

combining different parte by melting. The light effect of parts made by one 

©f these procédures is not very good, because no exact edges can be produced. 

For this reate«, ene ha« started to produce such light pannels by the injection 

moulding procedure. The main problem is the complete undercut around ine 

whole part of this moulding and the consequent difficulty with its ejection 

KRAUSS-MAFFEI has developed a special lay-out of moulds for this purpose 

which, is protected by patent and i» supplying such special tools to customers 
in many countries. 

Another important product are ear batteries. The conventional battery boxes 

of «bonite is replaced by a housing of polypropylene, which U produced by the 

injection moulding procedure at cycle time« of 40 to 45 seconds each. In 

addition to the much faster production cycle compared with ebonite, the 

inaction moulded polypropylene eases nave also the advantage mat walls of 

only a lo S 1/2 mm are needed, which means that with the «am« outside 

dimension«, more electrical capacity can be installed. 

The design and making of mould« for battery boxes present« special problems 

to the mould maker. Because of the relatively deep and thin walls between the 

fells of the battery, there is the danger that the high injection pressure which 

is necessary to fill the cavity entirely, produces a lateral displacement of 

the cores with the effect that wall-thickness«* become unequal. Such boxes 

cannot be used for the assembly of the battery. 
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I. cooperation with a« American customer. KKAUSS-MAFFEI ha. developed 

the .»ciU de.ign of such mould, which permit« to prevent the core* from 

lateral déplacement and reeulte in equal ihickne«« of the wail«. Because 

of tili« know-how KRAUSS-MAFFE1 i« the leading producer of mould* for 

thi« kind of product, 

4.4. Under ti»« a.pect of public health, another kind of item« are now «ad. 

of piaatic. «uch a. garbage can« of different «tad. and dimension«. The 

.«all cw» «re u.ed to be placed in houeehoie«, hoapital.. «tc.. the fuggir 

one. «re placed outside the premi.ee for collection by the public gar**** 

removal «ervice. Mould« for such item« are uaualiy not very complicate«*, 

but it he. to be cared for that the handle« are made of a design which i. 

«fe and handy for the ««er. and at the «ame time «imple from the mould 

maker, point of view. AU mould« mu.t be provided with inten.ive cooling 

.yeiem, be.t injection method, and perfect ejection «y.tem. in order to 

obtain rttort cycling and a good duality of the product« to re»i«t mechanical 

wear and .tre.« produced by atmo«pheric condition« during a long time. 

Thi« i. not only a q*»e.tion of the pla.tic material, but al.o of moulding 

technique. 

v. DiscRirnoif or MOULD SHOP 

The Mould Itoking Shop of KRAUSS-MAFFEÎ i. laid out for the protection a* 

injection mould, with weights between approximately 1 ton and a total of 4« ten.. 

The equipment of thla mould making «hop. mainly under the a.pect of the 

production of bigge.t mould«, i« «uppo«ed to be unique in Europe. 

Although KRAUSS-MAFFEl being a big company with a «Uff of more than 

5 000 people, the organization of the mould making «hop had to follow the 

lines which are usual for a «mall factory, in order to correspond to the need 

and characteri.it« of mould making. Thi« ha« been achieved by concentrating 
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at one place all  department«, which usually belong to such type of manufacturing, 

such as working out of quotation«, lay out and design of mould«, production 

planning «.nd routing, machining and assembly, so that there are only short 

ways from the offi'-e« to the factory floor.^Such an organization is fast and 

flexible, and capable to meet with all requirements of such type of production. 

The main type of machine torn which limits the capacity of a mould making 

shop, is the milling machín«, which determine» the maximum size of the 

motad which can be made. The copy milling machine i* included tinder this 

aspect« Normally this type of machine tool» are equipped Willi vertical 

spindles, very variable iß its movements, such as with a swinging spindle 

head, swinging table. The shop is completed by the other necessary types 

of machine tools, such as drilling machines, horizontal boring mill, 

cilindrica! and surface grinding machines, spark-erosion machine and a 

spot-grind press which are necessary for a rnoder.1 mould making shop. 

The mould maker at the shop board requires a sufficient number of spot- 

grinders for which mainly the small high-speed machine« are useful. 

For moulds made of the above-mefttiQfled weight as manufactured in the 

KRAUSS-MAFFEI Mould Making Shop, a sufficient number of lofting gears 

and cranes is essential. 

Further, good leading personal is required. The average is one highly 

qualified leading person for about ten trained workers. 
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Vi. GENERAI. IDEAS 

for a Mould Shop suited to be put up in Latin American countries. 

6.1» Two different size« *ve being suggested: 

*.) A shop capable to produce mould» up to outer di men» ions of 

500 x 500 mm and a height of approximately 3S0 mm. They can 

be «ned for the production of mouldings up to a weight of 

approximate^ ?00 to 800 gram« polystyrene, or the equivalent 

of other mate ríala. 

b. ) A ahop capable to produce medium ¿size moulds up to the size of 

approximately 800 x 800 mm, and a height of approximately 

700 mm, which include« usual moulds for the production of 

bottle crate». Possible weight of the mouldings up to approxi- 

mately 2.000 grams. 

6.2. In the caae of the smaller mould shop {suggestion a.) the investment 

necessary for machine tools are estimated to be around US-Dollars 400.000, 

14 to 16 trained workers art? required, two leading technicians (engineers) 

and 1 commerciai assistant. With am shift operation, corresponding to 

approximately 2.000 working hours per year, a production worth about 

US-Dollars 250.000, - to 300.000, -- can be estimated. 

lit the case of the bigger mould making shop fsuggestion b. ) the investment 

in machine tools i« estimated to be around US-Dollars 700.000, --. 

20 to 23 trained workers are required, as weil as three leading technicians 

(engineers) and J design engineer.  Furtlier,  one commercial assistant. 

Possible production in estimated to be around US-Dollars 500.000, -. to 

600.000, -    per year. 
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Th«e estimates «re based 

Coat« f», «.. , "d clrcuD>etance« in Germanv Cet. for the premUes are nol .ncluded ,n b|( BguMs -any. 

«. 3. In order to give . cl««r picture of «he typ,, of work.r   „„ 
«•** for auch . ^ lt ta. to ,. looked^t    * ¡^ "« - 

trained ap.ci.il.,. for ,h.      J enn",y Uwr8 were »o •peculi.,» for ft, making of injection mould, available   «n,., 
had. ha»«»,   _.„ .   , »»auaoie. what we 

4-L-T     L " °r hlghly qU,,ii'1"i "—'^ «*»e,r. 

: Ï ¡TT ia G,rm"v • »'who -—- «12 
8,no »UUHf, which means «enera 11 v   all *hD oroducu•   tf       u fw»«»l|y. all the auxiliary tools for the 

PttMtictto», If »och trained workers are «va«*hi*   .u 

-** _*» for lníecüon reuu,:; Ve OX", t T '""""* '" 
"-*-. - . U.bel.een , and a .„IT * "" *"* ""' ~ 

Among the trained workers, normally called fitta*•   H>   U 
»K« w«. . "»«ar caned fitters, the best *r# those 
who have experience tritìitint mair*„*   #       , 

t*»Witg of a it*„d fitter 1. less 8tlitable, „   to a 

«•Her <*» h# «**.   «mini* for *. ^ J '   " imtrmm* aPKw, mainly for the mmkíng oí small moulds. 

A» it hai been mentioned before   it,** -»« ,  • 
'        •^eclal worker who wants to he train*,* 

HT.Í.T      
<"nw,',,on' - ,o rMd *« """"•«••A««*«* «o 

- ~~r. M. n:i ;;;;:*•The ~K
 - - ——- 

Details and conditions of such training i«, -   •<      t, 
tiwA . tPaímng »c-uJing the costs involved must be 

in an agreement between the interested party and KRAUSS-1IAFFEI. 
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Apart from mould making»  KKAUSS-MAFFEl is one of th« world's leading 

Manufacturer of injection moulding machine«, which rover a rangt» of 

injecHon weights from 30 gram« to 1« kilogram«, and locking «wcea from 

25 to 3000 metric tona. In th*- Plasuis IJrocts»ing Laboratory of &RAUSS- 

MAFFEI,  there is a complete line of injection moulding machine« available 

for the testing of moulds, materials, as well as ior development and 

demonstrations. 

In addition to the special training in mould making» then? in the possibility 

to train the mould maker in thi« Plastics Processing Laboratory with the 

operation of injection moulding machines and the proc«ssing technique with 

the different types of plastics materials. This training cuti be included into 

the agreement of cooperation. 

6.4, KRAUSS-MAFFE1 is will;ng to supply his know-how with the erection 

and the complete installation of a mould making shop» with the principles 

of desigr, machining, calculation and time studies involved with making 

moulds for injection of plastics material. 

All this service must be subject to a special agreement to be concluded between 

the interested party and KRAUSS-MAFFEI in which the conditions end costs are 

fixed. 

Interested parties are invited to contact the KRAUSS-MAFFEI company and 

to specify their own ideas and requests as detailed as possible, so that 

KRALSS- MAFFEI is in c position to submit a proposal that would offer the 

partner the best possible cooperation with his own intentions. 






